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Secure Coding in C and C++Addison Wesley, 2005

	"The security of information systems has not improved at a rate consistent with the growth and sophistication of the attacks being made against them. To address this problem, we must improve the underlying strategies and techniques used to create our systems. Specifically, we must build security in from the start, rather than append...
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Breakthrough Business Negotiation: A Toolbox for ManagersJossey-Bass, 2002

	Although there are many how-to books on negotiating, they provide little useful guidance on how to conduct complex realworld negotiations. Advice on conducting two-party negotiations about a modest number of issues isn’t hard to come by, but few negotiations are that simple. While dealing with the other side, negotiators typically also...
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Content and Workflow Management for Library Websites: Case StudiesInformation Science Publishing, 2004

	Using database-driven web pages or web content management (WCM) systems to manage increasingly diverse web content and to streamline workflows is a commonly practiced solution recognized in libraries to-day. However, limited library web content management models and funding constraints prevent many libraries from purchasing commercially...
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Expert Python Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Become an ace Python programmer by learning best coding practices and advance-level concepts with Python 3.5


	About This Book

	
		Based on the latest stable version of Python (version 3.5)
	
		Creating well manageable code that will run in various environments with different sets of...
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Recent Econometric Techniques for Macroeconomic and Financial Data (Dynamic Modeling and Econometrics in Economics and Finance, 27)Springer, 2020

	
		The book provides a comprehensive overview of the latest econometric methods for studying the dynamics of macroeconomic and financial time series. It examines alternative methodological approaches and concepts, including quantile spectra and co-spectra, and explores topics such as non-linear and non-stationary behavior, stochastic...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 Web Application RecipesNew Riders Publishing, 2003
Why reinvent the wheel every time you design a new Web site? With this book, you  don't have to. By providing real-world recipes for building dynamic Web  applications using Dreamweaver with ASP, ColdFusion, or PHP, this book shows you  how to save time and money while focusing on the things that make your site  unique. In these pages, a trio of...
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Enhancing CAD Drawings with PhotoshopSybex, 2005
"If you're an architect looking to get the most out of Photoshop, look no     further! Enhancing CAD Drawings with Photoshop is a killer book."     
     George Omura, Author, Mastering AutoCAD 2005 and     AutoCAD LT 2005
     
     Bring Your CAD Drawings to Life Using     Artistic Photoshop...
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Service Automation and Dynamic Provisioning Techniques in IP/MPLS EnvironmentsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Save time & resources with this comprehensive guide to automation configuration for the value-added IP services of the future.


	As the Internet becomes the medium of choice for value-added IP service offerings such as TV broadcasting, videoconferencing, and Voice over IP, the ability of automating configuration...
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Pattern Calculus: Computing with Functions and StructuresSpringer, 2009

	The pattern calculus is a new foundation for computation, in which the expressive power of functions and of data structures are combined within pattern-matching functions. The best existing foundations focus on either functions, as in the lambda-calculus, or on data structures, as in Turing machines, or on compromises involving both, as in...
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pfSense 2 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	pfSense is an open source distribution of FreeBSD-based firewall which provides a platform for flexible and powerful routing and firewalling. The versatility of pfSense presents us with a wide array of configuration options which, compared to other offerings, makes determining requirements a little more difficult and a lot more important....
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PHP and MySQL for Dynamic Web Sites: Visual QuickPro Guide (4th Edition)Peachpit Press, 2011


	Today’s Web users expect exciting pages

	that are updated frequently and provide

	a customized experience. For them, Web

	sites are more like communities, to which

	they’ll return time and again. At the same

	time, Web-site administrators want sites

	that are easier to update and maintain,

	understanding...
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Advanced PHP for FlashApress, 2003

	Advanced PHP for Flash is the follow-up to the hugely popular Foundation PHP for Flash.


	The main aim of this book is to extend the reader's knowledge of using PHP and MySQL to produce dynamic content for Flash. Essentially, it picks up the baton from the first book and runs with it until there's no more...
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